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You've waited for it - and, worked for it. Nicely done! 

You're excited and ready to go but may have questions on how to lead in this new
position. This guide will provide direction to get you started down the right path. 

Joining an organization as a new employee has its own challenges. But when a career
boost moves you to a new position in which you’re managing your former peers,
things can get tricky.

There may be emotional reactions within your team, for instance. You may have to
reevaluate work friendships. And those co-worker lunches where everyone complains
about leadership? Definitely a thing of the past. 

Sometimes there could be colleagues who wanted the same position but didn’t get it.
There can be hard feelings about that. 

There is much to learn about leading... taking these first steps to transition into a new
role is a great starting point! 

C O N G R A T U L A T I O N S
O N  Y O U R  N E W  R O L E !
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CONTACT
 

Facebook: Leaders Rise Coaching
Instagram: leadershipcoach_cindysaunders

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/saunders111/
Email: hello@leadersrise.net | Phone: 775-453-8907

Website: www.leadersrise.net
 

Cindy Saunders | SPHR, GPHR, SHRM-SCP

SIGNAL THE TRANSITION GET THEM ENGAGED ESTABLISH CREDIBILITY

DON'T START ANY 
MAJOR OVERHAULS

INCORPORATE THE
CHANGE MODEL

DISTANCE YOURSELF

F I R S T  S T E P S  T O  T R A N S I T I O N  
T O  Y O U R  N E W  R O L E
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In most companies, it’s someone else’s
responsibility to announce your
promotion. But not all organizations do
this, which means it may fall to you. 

Of course, you shouldn’t send an email
with the subject line, “I’m the boss now.”
But it’s important to make everyone
aware of the transition. 

Talk to your current boss or HR about
how to manage it. Whatever method of
communication you choose, signal this
initial "changing of the guard" as soon as
you can. It is a crucial first step in
assuming your new role.  

Jumping headlong into a new job
without any type of segway is, at the
least, confusing. Your communication
lets people know from the start that you
value clear communication.

Role clarification is crucial to effective
leadership. When roles and expectations
are clear, employees establish their own
sense of purpose and understand the
part they need to play in the larger
picture of the company. 

Your new team will appreciate the
respect and support this first
communication represents. 
 

S I G N A L  T H E  T R A N S I T I O N

30

"The way you handle this very first transition 
will speak volumes to your employees."
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Start by meeting the team. This sounds
like common sense. But when you are a
new leader or feel uncertain about your
new role, it is tempting to get started
"doing the job" without actually
connecting with the team.

Resist the temptation to skip this step!
Connecting with employees is one of the
most important qualities of a leader.  

If you have a large team, you may need to
meet in small groups; whatever obstacles
you encounter setting this first meeting,
find a way to make it work. 

G E T  T H E M  E N G A G E D
During your meeting (or individual
meetings) with the team, listen to their
concerns. Consider their concerns, and
take action on anything you know you
can easily deliver. And, if you can -
bring food and a sense of humor! 

You probably have tons of ideas about
how to lead the team. But don’t
introduce any major changes right
away (unless truly urgent). You need to
be patient with the process so you can
demonstrate your new authority
without stepping on toes or damaging
relationships. 

"Connecting with employees is one of 
the most important qualities of a leader."
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Identify a few small decisions you can
make quickly, but defer bigger ones until
you’ve been in the role longer and have
time to gather input. For example, you
might explain a new expectation for team
communication or let them know about a
feedback style that you find effective.

When you meet with team members, do
as much listening as talking. 

Ask questions like: “How can l help you
be more successful?” "What are some
ideas for improvement you can share?" 
 "What is something you would like to
see more of, or less of?"

E S T A B L I S H  C R E D I B I L I T Y
Open-ended questions like these show
you’re in charge, but also convey you’re
there to support your team.

Building trust with your team is the
fastest way to succeed as a leader. 

Many new leaders feel pressure to jump
in with both feet and assert their
authority. By prioritizing time to
establish credibility, you create a team
that trusts you and will follow where you
lead. 

"93 percent of employees say trust in their
direct manager is important to remain
satisfied at work"  National Study on
Satisfaction At Work

"By establishing credibility, you create a team that
trusts you and will follow where you lead." 
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You are walking a bit of an edge in this
new role. In the beginning, you don’t want
to come in with major changes. It is crucial
to familiarize yourself with what is, and is
not working. 

If you asked effective questions during
your team meeting, you probably have an
idea of some quick wins you can initiate. If
you listen to your team, you can choose
some high-impact, low-risk moves.

As you incorporate some immediate wins,
your team sees first hand that you listened
and kept your word. That is HUGE!

D O N ' T  S T A R T  A N Y  
M A J O R  O V E R H A U L S

This will be the first of many changes
you handle. Begin now with an
intentional approach and you establish
a strong foundation for future changes.

When you are testing the waters in a
new role, making big, sweeping changes
to demonstrate authority can be
seductive. (it's ego) Instead, exercising
sound judgment and patience will result
in more positive outcomes.

Your focus is to gain the respect and
trust of your team by distinguishing
how to make the right changes at the
right time.

"In the beginning, it's crucial to familiarize
yourself with what is and is not working." 
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Psychologist Kurt Lewin established this
change model to help identify what change
is needed, why, how it will occur, and how
to finalize it. It provides a simple structure
to follow as you begin to make changes. 

Unfreeze the current situation (process,
procedure)  by creating a compelling
message that creates motivation to change. 

You can’t accomplish this until you take
the time to understand your team, business
expectations, processes, and establish
rapport. 

Then, practice this simple 3 step process:
unfreeze, change, and refreeze.

   

I N C O R P O R A T E  T H E  
C H A N G E  M O D E L

Change, and freeze. In order to accept
change and contribute to its success,
people need to understand how it will
benefit them.  

Time and communication are the two
keys to successful change. Focusing on a
result without a process to arrive at the
result leads to confusion. 

Refreeze to solidify. Although change is
a constant, the refreezing stage is still
important. Without it, employees get
caught in a transition trap where they
aren't sure how things should be done. It
allows the change to successfully take
root before the next change.

"Time and communication are the keys 
to successful change."
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This one can be tough-

Having close, personal friendships with
your former peers (or new colleagues)
almost always backfires. 

Two main reasons: 1) other employees may
assume your friends are treated differently
than everyone else which can damage team
dynamics; 2) when you need to take
corrective action or redirect performance, a
personal relationship makes it almost
impossible to carry out free of bias. 

Setting healthy boundaries helps keep the
business about the business. While you
absolutely need to connect with employees,
the way you do so is significant. 

It's just human nature; some employees
are more likable, have better attitudes,
and are more enjoyable to work with. 

Healthy boundaries are the physical,
emotional, and mental limits you create to
protect yourself from over-committing,
being used or behaving unethically.

Grabbing lunch with employees, joining
team happy hours, and office parties are
one thing, but it's advisable to avoid one-
on-one socializing after hours.
 
If you have a close, personal friendship with
a former peer or new employee, expect it to
make your job harder and undermine the
level of trust in your team.
  

 
"Setting healthy boundaries helps keep the

business about the business."

D I S T A N C E  Y O U R S E L F
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You are on your way! 
 

Reach out anytime 
for more 

free resources and support. 
 

There is always so much to learn! 

Cindy


